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            An official website of the United States government
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             Talk to the Veterans Crisis Line now  
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                Official websites use .gov  

                A .gov website belongs to an official government organization in the United States. 
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                Secure .gov websites use HTTPS  

                A lock ( 
                
                  













A locked padlock
                  
                
                 ) or https:// means you’ve safely connected to the .gov website. Share sensitive information only on official, secure websites. 
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VA Health and Benefits App

The VA Health and Benefits mobile app puts your VA health and benefit information and resources at your fingertips — anywhere, anytime! For your security, the app requires you to enter the same login credentials you use for VA.gov.





Learn more about the app

Share information about the app






Download the App Today

iOS App Store
Android App Store








Latest News

	Delightful End User Experience





2 million Downloads: VA Health and Benefits Mobile App

2





4 weeks ago /


3 min. read





Technologists celebrate a milestone moment as the VA Health and Benefits mobile app reaches more than 2 million user downloads — demonstrating Veterans are embracing the tool to access their VA services from mobile devices. 
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Spotlighting OIT’s Women in Tech
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Celebrate Women’s History Month by learning about the women in OIT leading VA’s digital transformation.
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VA Recognizes National Slam the Scam Day
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VA recognizes National Slam the Scam Day, an initiative to raise awareness on how to combat Social Security-related scams. 
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Digital Defense: Empowering Veterans Against Smishing Threats
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The VA Privacy Service encourages Veterans to use best practices to spot, prevent, and report smishing scams.
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Empowering Veterans with Low Vision and Blindness
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The Department of Veterans Affairs and the Blind Rehabilitation Center illuminate a path for Veterans navigating vision loss with assistive technology, expert training, and unwavering support.
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OIT Partners in Historic Agreement to Expand Veteran Care in Rural Areas
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4 min. read





In what is being hailed as a historic agreement, the Cherokee Nation and Eastern Oklahoma VA Health Care System are opening a VA clinic inside the tribe's Vinita Health Center in early 2024, allowing for both tribal and non-tribal Veterans to be seen on tribal land. 






Read more articles


Events and Speaking Engagements

	April 15 @ 14:00 - 15:00  EDT 




Effective Assessments for Hiring and Talent Acquisitions

Join Mr. Chris Paris, Acting Director, Cyber Workforce Management, as he joins the Partnership for Public Service, Federal Human Capital Conference to discuss effective assessments for hiring and talent acquisitions on a panel with other Federal leaders.


VA Participant(s)

Christopher Paris, Director (Acting), Cyber Workforce Management







	April 18 @ 15:00 - 16:00  EDT 




Accelerating DX Across Government

This session will bring together those who architected the framework for delivering a better US Government experience and those further ahead in delivering a better digital experience – from across the federal government and beyond.


VA Participant(s)

Lauren Alexanderson, Deputy Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of Health Delivery









Access all events
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2023 Year in Review

MAKING HISTORY THROUGH DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION









Latest from the VA CIO



View all articles
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Leading by Example: Creating Exceptional Digital Experiences at VA

Digital transformation across industry over the last decade has profoundly impacted consumers’ lives and their expectations of access to services. Increasingly, people expect that same sort of fast, intuitive interaction with their government. 
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Getting Back to Basics at OIT

In OIT, we often talk about the idea of delivering on VA’s digital transformation by getting “Back to Basics.” That can seem like we’re going backward versus moving new innovation forward. What we mean by this is that … 
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What does a great product manager look like in the federal government?

At the end of the day, I believe today’s IT organization must operate as a technology product group, and our success depends upon putting the right teams in place, giving them the tools they need to do the job, communicating to them the vision of where we need to go, and then getting out of their way.










Digital at VA
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Lighthouse APIs

Our API library makes accessing VA data easier and safer across many categories, including appeals, benefits, health, facilities, forms, and Veteran verification. With our APIs, individuals and organizations can securely access the VA data they need to build helpful tools and services for Veterans at no cost.


Learn more about our APIs
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Accessibility

VA is committed to inclusive design and accessibility to ensure products can be used by all stakeholders.


Learn more about accessibility at VA
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VA Mobile Apps

VA Mobile develops apps that give both Veterans and VA care teams safe and secure mobile access to important health data — providing more opportunities for Veterans to be active participants in their health care. VA Mobile also features health care and wellness apps for caregivers and civilians.


Access VA Mobile today
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EHR Modernization

As part of its ongoing modernization efforts, VA is launching a new electronic health record (EHR) system to store and track patient medical information.


Learn more about this initiative
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National Artificial Intelligence Institute

The National Artificial Intelligence Institute (NAII) is the preeminent organization for artificial intelligence (AI) research, implementation, policy and collaboration at the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).


Learn more about AI at VA
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VA Telehealth Service

The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs is leading the way in telehealth innovation to make sure Veterans can access care when and where they need it. VA Telehealth Services is transforming how Veterans access high-quality VA care. From your home, clinic, or the hospital, VA telehealth technologies make it easier for you to connect with your VA care team.


Learn more about Telehealth at VA
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Million Veteran Program

The Million Veteran Program is a national research program to learn how genes, lifestyle, and military exposures affect health and illness.


Learn more about the Million Veteran Program








Sign up for our newsletter




Sign up










							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					
  
    
       We’re here anytime, day or night - 24/7

		
      If you are a Veteran in crisis
        or concerned about one, connect with our caring, qualified responders for confidential help. Many of
        them are Veterans themselves. 

      	 Call 988 and press
          1
	 Text to 838255
	 Chat confidentially now
	 Call TTY if you
          have hearing loss 1-800-799-4889


      Get more resources at VeteransCrisisLine.net. 
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U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

810 Vermont Ave., NW

Washington, DC 20420

1-800-698-2411






DigitalVA


An official website of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
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 Your feedback matters

If you are having technical issues and are a VA staff member, call 855-673-4357 (711 for TTY-based Telecommunications Relay Service) or visit the yourIT Service Portal
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